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ABSTRACT 

Outer-membrane porins are currently being used to prepare bioinspired nanomembranes 

for selective ion transport by immobilizing them into polymeric matrices. However, the 

fabrication of these protein-integrated devices has been found to be strongly influenced 

by the instability of the -barrel porin structure, which depends on surrounding 

environment. In this work, molecular dynamics simulations have been used to 

investigate the structural stability of a representative porin, OmpF, in three different 

environments: (i) aqueous solution at pH= 7; (ii) a solution of neutral detergent in a 

concentration similar to the critical micelle concentration; and (iii) the protein 

embedded into a neutral detergent bilayer. The results indicate that the surrounding 

environment not only alters the stability of the -barrel but affects the internal loop 

responsible of the ions transport, as well as the tendency of the porin proteins to 

aggregate into trimers. The detergent bilayer preserves the structure of OmpF protein as 

is found bacteria membranes, while pure aqueous solution induces a strong 

destabilization of the protein. An intermediate situation occurs for detergent solution. 

Our results have been rationalized in terms of protein···water and protein···detergent 

interactions, which makes them extremely useful for the future design of new 

generation of bioinspired protein-integrated devices. 

 

Keywords: Bioinspired membrane; Detergent bilayer; Lipid bilayer; Membrane 

protein; Molecular dynamics 
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INTRODUCTION 

Outer-membrane porins (OMPs) of Gram-negative bacteria are transmembrane 

proteins allowing the bacterial cells to interact with their environment through passive 

diffusion across their outer membranes of water, ions, or small hydrophilic molecules 

(<600 Da) across their outer membranes [1-3]. OMPs are -barrel structures usually 

forming homotrimeric water-filled pores. The porin channel is partially blocked by a 

loop (L3) folded inside the β-barrel, which consequently affects the size of the solutes 

that can traverse the channel. Moreover, porins exhibit ion selectivity, e.g. Escherichia 

coli OmpF and Pseudomonas aeruginosa OpP438 are cation- and anion-selective 

porins, respectively
 
[4,5]. Many efforts have been carried out in order to understand the 

dynamics of these porins in their natural environment. Yet, the inner complexity of 

amphiphilic systems showed that atomistic details are far from being understood. 

Dynamic studies under non-physiological ionic strength showed that both the variable 

dielectric behavior in the lipid – water interface and the trimeric nature of the functional 

porin influences the ionization states of the acid residues constituting the L3 loop. 

Nonetheless structural differences were smaller than expected when D121 was tested 

under both potential states, whereas all comparisons were made on a crystal structure 

obtained at 77 K [6].  

In recent studies we have explored the very remarkable technological potential of 

several devices based on the coupling of OMPs to polymeric nanomembranes [7,8]. 

Firstly, we functionalized a supporting matrix made of poly(N-methylpyrrole) (PNMPy) 

with a -barrel OMP, Omp2a from Brucella melitensis, that forms channels and pores 

[7]. The OMP was successfully immobilized onto the PNMPy surface forming a 

hydrophilic, electroactive and biocompatible bio-interface promoting the passive 

transport of ions. More recently, we have fabricated bioinspired free-standing 
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nanomembranes (FsNMs) for selective ion transport by immobilizing the Omp2a -

barrel protein inside nanoperforations created in flexible poly(lactic acid) (PLA) 

nanomembranes [8]. The functionalization of the nanoperforations caused effects 

similar to those observed in biological nanomembranes [8].  

The complex nature of OMPs, their poor solubility in aqueous solutions, and their 

instability in presence of charged surfactants severely complicated the fabrication of the 

above mentioned protein-integrated devices [7,8]. As a result, the preservation of the 

Omp2a native -barrel structure was crucial since the structure and function of OMPs 

are drastically affected by environmental conditions [7,8,9-12]. The problem was 

partially solved using a recently reported methodology [13], which promoted Omp2a 

refolding using neutral detergents, in particular n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside (DDM). As a 

major step to improve the production and efficiency of bioinspired OMP-based devices, 

understanding the effects induced by the environmental conditions in the structural 

stability and characteristic nanofeatures of these proteins is essential. 

In this work we examine the impact of solvation medium in the structure of a 

representative OMP by using atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The 

crystal structure of Omp2a is unfortunately not yet available, and a similarity criterion 

has been used to select a comparable OMP. Three different situations have considered: 

(i) the OMP in aqueous solution at pH= 7; (ii) the OMP in aqueous solution with a 

number of DDM molecules corresponding to the critical micelle concentration (CMC) 

typically found for neutral detergents; and (iii) the OMP protein embedded in a DDM 

bilayer, which mimics the lipid environment typically found in cellular membranes. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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All MD simulations were carried out using the NAMD 2.9 program [14] and the 

Amber potential energy function [15]. The numerical parameters for the selected OMP 

protein (next section) were taken from Amber99 force-field [16]. Water molecules were 

represented using the TIP3P model [17], while parameters for DDM compatible with 

the Amber force-field were taken from the literature [18]. No algorithm was used to 

force the bond lengths at their equilibrium distances, whereas
 
atom pair distance cut-offs 

were applied at 14.0 Å to compute the van der Waals interactions. To avoid 

discontinuities in this energy component, the van der Waals energy term was forced to 

slowly converge to zero by applying a smoothing factor from a distance of 12.0 Å. 

Beside electrostatic interactions were extensively computed by means of Ewald 

summations. The real space term was defined by the van der Waals cut-off (14.0 Å), 

while the reciprocal space was computed by interpolation of the effective charge into a 

charge mesh with a grid thickness of 10 points per volume unit [19].  

Due to its fast convergence, the weak coupling method [20] was used to heat the 

system and to rapidly equilibrate its pressure and temperature around 1 bar and 298 K, 

respectively.
 

The relaxation times used for the coupling were 1 and 10 ps for 

temperature and pressure, respectively. For final relaxation and for all production runs, 

both temperature and pressure were controlled by the Nose–Hoover piston [21] 

combined with the piston fluctuation control of temperature implemented for Langevin 

dynamics [22]. Pressure was kept at 1.01325 bars, the oscillation period was set at 400 

fs while the piston decay time was set at 100 fs. The piston temperature was set at the 

same value as the thermostat control, 298 K, which used a damping coefficient of 2 ps. 

The integration step was 2 fs in all simulations. 
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Before the relaxation and production steps described in the Results section, models 

were thermalized and equilibrated using a model-dependent four-step process. Such 

processes, which applied keeping the protein frozen, can be summarized as follows:  

- Model for the OMP in aqueous solution at pH= 7: 1) 210
5
 steps of energy 

minimization; 2) 1 ns of NVT MD at 500 K; 3) 0.4 ns of NVT MD at 298 K; and 

4) 0. 5 ns of NPT MD at 298 K and 1.01325 bars. 

- Model for the OMP in aqueous solution with a number of DDM molecules 

corresponding to the CMC: 1) 1.510
4
 steps of energy minimization; 2) 1 ns of 

NVT MD at 800 K; 3) 0.6 ns of NVT MD at 298 K freezing the positions of the 

detergent molecules; and 4) 0. 5 ns of NPT MD at 298 K and 1.01325 bars 

keeping fixed the positions of the detergent molecules. 

- Model for the OMP embedded in a DDM bilayer: 1) 110
4
 steps of energy 

minimization; 2) 0.6 ns of NVT MD at 800 K; 3) 1 ns of NPzzT (i.e. only the box 

length in the z-direction was allowing to such that the Pzz component of the 

pressure tensor was equal to the imposed pressure) at 500 K and 1.01325 bars 

freezing the positions of the detergent molecules; and 4) 0.75 ns of NPzzT at 298 

K and 1.01325 bars enabling the movement of the detergent molecules. 

 

In order to ensure our results reproducibility, additional production MD simulations 

were performed considering as starting points models obtained using the same 

procedures described above but introducing small changes at the equilibration step. The 

length of these additional production trajectories ranged from 30 to 40 ns, depending on 

the model. As results were very similar to those described in the Results and Discussion 

section, these production trajectories were not enlarged.   
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The gmx sasa program contained within the GROMAC package was used to 

compute the SASA [23] for all production trajectories. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Selection, construction and equilibration of the models 

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the 3D structure of Omp2a protein, which 

was used in our previous experiments [7,8,13], remains unknown. Consequently, the 

first step of the modeling study was to select an alternative OMP in the Protein Data 

Bank (PBD), which collects the experimentally-determined structures of proteins. Table 

1 summarizes important characteristics of OMPs from Gram-negative bacteria that 

present greater similarity with Omp2a. From this list, OmpF with PDB code of 3K19 

[24] has been selected as the most appropriate due to its likeness with Omp2a in terms 

of function, structural and chemical constitution, and membrane location. The OmpF 

transmembrane protein, which is active as a trimer for ion transport and contains a 16-

stranded -barrel, share with Omp2a the ability to refold by addition of 1.5 mM DDM 

[13,25]. Furthermore, Omp2a is constituted by 367 amino acids, which is close to the 

340 amino acids of OmpF. Although the ion permeability and ion selectivity through 

the OmpF channel have been investigated using MD simulations [26-29], the impact of 

the environment on its structural stability has not been studied yet.  

Once the OmpF was selected as representative OMP, the following three models 

were constructed:  

(i) The OmpF immersed in a box with 56711 explicit water molecules, 116 Na
+
 

and 104 Cl
–
 explicit ions (i.e. 100 mM NaCl concentration), which represents 

an aqueous solution at pH= 7.  
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(ii)  The OmpF in a solution made of 50660 explicit water molecules, 116 Na
+
 

and 104 Cl
–
 explicit ions, plus 62 DDM molecules. 

(iii) The OmpF embedded in a bilayer formed by 884 DDM molecules, which in 

turn is immersed in a bath of 45940 explicit water molecules.  

 

Models described in (i), (ii) and (ii), are hereafter denoted (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and 

(OmpF)bl, respectively, and involve 170353, 157222 and 209644 explicit particles. The 

(OmpF)aq and (OmpF)DDM models were constructed by placing one protein molecule in 

its crystal structure, 3K19 [24], at the center of a 120120120 Å
3
 simulation box 

fulfilled with previously equilibrated (1 atm and 298 K) explicit water molecules. The 

charge of all potential titratable residues was fixed to values corresponding to neutral 

pH (i.e. all Asp and Glu side chains were negatively charged, while Lys and Arg side 

groups were represented in their positively charged forms). Then, the ions required to 

neutralize charged protein side chains, as well as to reach the desired anionic strength 

(i.e. 116 Na
+
 and 104 Cl

–
) were added to each simulation box. For (OmpF)DDM, 62 

DDM molecules were randomly added, avoiding any overlap with the protein atoms. 

Finally, water molecules in steric conflict were deleted. The DDM bilayer included in 

the (OmpF)bl model was prepared using the PACKMOL program [30]. The rest of the 

construction process was identical to that described for the other models, except the 

simulation box dimensions set to 125125150 Å
3
. 

 

Relaxed models 

MD simulations on (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl were performed using the 

Amber99 force-field [16]. After thermal and structural equilibration using the careful 

protocols described in the Methods section, the structure of each system was relaxed by 
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applying 5.5 ns of NPT MD. After this short MD simulation, the root mean square 

deviation (RMSD) of the atomic positions with respect to the crystal structure was 

obtained for the three models. The RMSD, which was obtained using the C

 atoms, was 

3.58, 1.82 and 1.26 Å for (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl, respectively, reflecting 

that the environment can significantly affect the main features of the crystallized -

barrel architecture, even during the relaxation step.  

To assess the location of the major distortions along the backbone of the constituting 

residues, the root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of the individual C

 atoms from the 

protein relaxed in the different environments was measured with respect to their 

positions in the crystal (Figure 1). As it can be seen, the largest fluctuations occur at the 

same positions in all cases, albeit (OmpF)aq RMSFs are significantly higher than their 

(OmpF)DDM and, especially, (OmpF)bl counterparts. In general, the C

-RMSF in the 

(OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl structures display low fluctuation for all residues, with a 

maximum of 3 Å in the most distorted regions, which are mainly located at loops. 

Meanwhile, (OmpF)aq exhibits several regions with C

-RMSFs > 4 Å, with a maximum 

of 11.4 Å at the center of the helical tract comprising residues 159-171, evidencing 

important local distortions. These results are fully consistent with the previously 

presented RMSD values. The next subsection provides details about the structural 

evolution of the different regions of the protein during the MD production runs, for 

which the relaxed structures of the three models were used as starting points of 120 ns 

trajectories for (OmpF)aq and (OmpF)DDM models and of 100 ns for (OmpF)bl. The first 

10 ns of trajectory was omitted for statistical analyses.  

 

OmpF in aqueous solution at pH= 7: (OmpF)aq model 
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Figure 2a displays the time evolution of the C

-RMSD in the (OmpF)aq model, 

calculated with respect to the crystal structure. The RMSD increases from 3.58 to 3.86 

Å after a 120 ns trajectory, the mean value averaged over the whole production run 

being 3.750.23 Å. Whilst this relatively small variation of C

-RMSD (< 0.3 Å) would 

suggest that the protein does not undergo important distortions along the production run, 

comparison between the C

-RMSFs at the beginning and at the end of the production 

run reflects the opposite. More specifically, the protein experiences a significant re-

structuration with respect to the initial structure during the production trajectory. As 

illustrated by Figure 3a, the first part of the protein undergoes a distortion with respect 

to the relaxed structure. Thus, the level of alteration increases in the regions that were 

already deformed during the relaxation process. In contrast, the second half of the 

protein stabilizes with respect to the crystal and the degree of distortion decreases for 

many secondary motifs. The combination of such distinctive behaviors explains the 

relatively small increment in C

-RMSD during the production trajectory (Figure 2a).  

By using the DSSP program [31], the secondary structure of the protein has been 

characterized in terms of -strand (S), loops and turns (L+T), and helices (H). The 

results found for the first and last snapshot of the production simulation are compared 

with the crystal in Figure 2b. The progressive reduction in weight of Ss and Hs (i.e. 

13% and 4%, respectively, after 120 ns) and the corresponding increment of L+Ts 

(17%), which becomes the most populated motif with respect to the crystal structure, is 

fully consistent with the destabilization of the first half of the protein identified by C

-

RMSF. However, a detailed inspection of the snapshots indicates that the extension of 

such structural destabilization is greater than that indicated in the secondary structure 

analysis. Indeed, some loops of the crystallized proteins transform into regular 

secondary motives during the production trajectory. This is illustrated by Figure 3b 
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where the protein structures at the beginning and at the end of the production MD are 

displayed along the crystal structure. For example, the region comprised between 9-12 

residues forms a disorganized loop in the crystal, but adopts a well-defined helical 

conformation (light green dashed circle in Figure 3b) that re-orients and grows during 

the simulation. Another source of destabilization corresponds to the loops, which 

exhibit spatial orientation completely different from that of the crystal, at both the 

beginning and end of the simulation. This is also illustrated by few punctual results 

depicted in Figure 3b (light blue dashed rectangles). 

 

OmpF in a detergent solution: (OmpF)DDM 

The C

-RMSD for the (OmpF)DDM simulation increases slowly and gradually from 

1.82 to 2.30 Å during 44 ns (Figure 2a). After this, it grows to 3.18 Å in 1 ns, and at 

the end of the 120 ns trajectory, the C

-RMSD is 3.63 Å, with an average value of 

3.440.16 Å in the 45-to-120 ns time interval. This C

-RMSD trends indicate that, 

during the first part of the production trajectory (i.e. 44 ns), the protein remains in a 

conformation similar to that in the crystal, before undergoing a very fast destabilization. 

Figure 4a compares the C

-RMSFs at the beginning and the end of the production run. 

It shows that the zones delimited by residues 68-76 on the one hand and 142-152 on the 

other hand almost exclusively concentrate the observed destabilization, while the rest of 

protein exhibits moderate or even low distortions with respect to the relaxed structure 

used as starting point.  

The comparison of populations associated to S, L+T and H secondary motifs 

highlights the remarkable similarity between the simulated and the crystal structures 

(Figure 2b). Indeed, in this case the most destabilized regions fundamentally correspond 

to poorly organized L+T patterns. In clear, L+T preserve their disordered state, though 
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their structure differs from that found in the crystal. These features are illustrated in 

Figure 4b, which reflects the large discrepancies between the loops in the crystal and 

those formed at the end of the production run (e.g. the light blue and the green circles 

correspond to the loops contained in the 68-76 and 142-152 segments, respectively). 

Essentially, these results reveal that detergent molecules do not prevent changes in the 

spatial orientation of the intrinsically disordered loops, whereas they clearly exert some 

protective effect in S and H regular motifs, as previously proven in the parent porin 

Omp2a [13].  

 

OmpF embedded in a bilayer: (OmpF)bl 

The average C

-RMSD in (OmpF)bl is 1.65±0.13 Å after 100 ns (Figure 2a), which 

represents an increment of less than 0.4 Å with respect to the relaxed structure. This 

suggests that the detergent bilayer protects the protein, thus preserving the structure 

observed in the crystal. This stability is confirmed by Figure 5a, which plots the C

-

RMSF for the initial structure and the last snapshots with respect to the crystal structure. 

Only six residues (92, 116-118, 223 and 304), which are located at turn or bend-regions 

in the crystal structure, present a RMSF higher than 3.5 Å. Indeed, differences between 

the simulated and crystal structures only involve a few L+T motifs (Figure 5b). 

Accordingly, the bilayer provides global stability not only to the S and H motifs but 

also to the structurally disordered L+T (Figure 2b). 

 

Analysis of the protein···water and protein···detergent interactions 

Figure 6a compares the evolution with time of the solvent accessible surface areas 

(SASA) of the protein for (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl models. In aqueous 

solution the SASA rapidly stabilizes around an average value of 1823 nm
2
. This 
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behavior, which is fully consistent with the RMSD profile discussed above (Figure 2a), 

indicates a 10% increment with respect to the SASA of the crystal structure (164 nm
2
). 

Consequently, one can draw the hypothesis that the distortions reflected by both the C

-

RMSD and C

-RMSF profiles (Figures 2a and 3a) are related to the attractive 

protein···water interactions, resulting in a higher exposition of the residues.  

The average SASA value obtained from the (OmpF)DDM trajectory is 1782 nm
2
 for 

the first 44 ns, then decreasing to 1742 nm
2
 for the interval between 44 and 120 ns. 

Comparison of these variations with the results observed for (OmpF)aq indicates that 

during the first 44 ns the protein is more protected in the detergent solution than in pure 

water. After such period of time, the SASA reduction to reach a value closer to the 

crystal structure might apparently look anomalous since simultaneously both the C

-

RMSD and C

-RMSF increase. However, complementary analyses in which the SASA 

of protein together with DDM molecules, as well as of the DMM molecules alone 

(OmpF+DDM and DDM, respectively, in Figure 6b) highlight such unexpected 

response. Indeed, the exposition to water of both OmpF+DMM and DDM decreases 

after 44 ns, indicating that the structure of the protein changes to achieve the maximum 

protein···detergent contact. Thus, detergent molecules induce localized distortions at the 

L+T regions maximizing the hydrophobic contacts, whereas S and H motifs, which are 

stabilized by intramolecular protein···protein interactions, preserve their stable 

structures.  

Finally, the SASA of the protein calculated using the (OmpF)bl trajectory fluctuates 

around its average value, 1722 nm
2
 (Figure 6a), which deviates by less than 5% from 

the value obtained for the crystallographic structure. This behavior is fully consistent 

with the small C

-RMSD (Figure 2a) and C


-RMSF (Figure 5a) found for the protein 

inside the detergent bilayer. Figure 6c, which represents the evolution of the SASA 
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values for OmpF+DDM, reflects very small fluctuations around the average value, 

5131 nm
2
, evidencing the structural stability of the bilayer. Moreover, the 

protein···detergent surface contact, which was estimated as the difference between the 

SASA values of OmpF+DDM and DDM alone (i.e. removing the protein) for each 

snapshot (Figure 6c), exhibits fluctuations similar to those observed for the C

-RMSD. 

The interactions between the OmpF protein and water molecules have been analyzed 

by calculating the pair distribution function between non-hydrogen OmpF atoms and 

water oxygen atom, gOmpF-wat (Figure 7a). For all models, three peaks have been detected 

corresponding to directly interacting (R 2.8 Å) and ordered (R 3.8 and 4.9 Å) water 

molecules. The first peak is mainly associated to hydrogen bonded water molecules, 

while the second and third peaks correspond to the second and third hydration shells 

(i.e. solvent molecules hydrogen bonded to the water of first and solvation shell, 

respectively). On the top of that, the number of water molecules interacting with the 

protein decreases as follows: (OmpF)aq > (OmpF)DDM >> (OmpF)bl. Obviously, this can 

be attributed to the fact that in the (OmpF)aq model the protein is completely immersed 

in aqueous solution, while in the (OmpF)DDM model some detergent molecules tend to 

be located in positions close to the protein (see below). Finally, in the (OmpF)bl model, 

the OmpF is embedded in a detergent bilayer and the only protein regions accessible to 

water molecules correspond to the edges of the -barrel.  

On the other hand, OmpF···detergent interactions have been examined considering 

the head and the tail of the DDM molecules. More specifically, the pair distribution 

functions between non-hydrogen OmpF atoms and the oxygen atom connecting the two 

rings of the maltosyl group (gOmpF-head) or the last carbon atom of the dodecyl tail (gOmpF-

tail) are represented in Figures 7b and 7c for (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl models, 

respectively. The lack of peaks in gOmpF-head profiles reflects the absence of preferential 
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interactions between the protein and the maltosyl group, which is consistent with the 

fact that heads of the DDM molecules are mainly oriented towards the aqueous 

environment. On the contrary the gOmpF-tail profiles display a peak centered at 4.05 Å 

both for (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl. That is consistent with the formation of stabilizing 

lipophilic interactions between the tails of the DDM molecules and the protein. The 

formation of such attractive interactions is fully coherent with the SASA results 

discussed above (Figure 6), and explains the stabilizing effects experimentally observed 

when membrane proteins are combined with detergents [13].  

 

Analysis of the L3 and L2 loops 

OmpF forms aqueous voltage-gated channels that span the outer membrane, allowing 

the diffusion of small polar molecules. Its crystal structure reveals that eight long 

irregular loops named L1-L8 connect the antiparallel -strands [24]. L3 is particularly 

long (33 residues) and folds inside the protein channel defined by the -barrel, thus 

restricting its accessibility. This was reported to constrain the pore dimension from a 

theoretical 23 Å to 711 Å
2
 [24], allowing the passage of molecules < 600 Da, with 

slight preferences for those bearing a positive charge. In short, L3 controls the pore 

diameter, modulating the solute transport (Figure 8a). 

In spite of the L3 loop internal location, analysis of the MD productions trajectories 

revealed that its conformation depends on the external environment. This is reflected in 

Figures 8 and 9, which represent both the structure of the loop and the pore for each 

model and the temporal evolution of the C

-RMSD considering 105-127 residues (i.e. 

the central and most relevant residues of L3), respectively. The C

-RMSD averaged 

along the whole (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl trajectories is 4.67±0.23, 

2.70±0.37 and 3.05±0.70 Å, respectively. Early mutation studies proved that 
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conformational changes in L3 do not affect -barrel structure or the surface exposed 

loops [32,33]. Although simulations results on (OmpF)DDM and, especially, (OmpF)bl 

models corroborate this fact, the reverse is apparently derived from (OmpF)aq results. 

Thus, the average C

-RMSD obtained for the (OmpF)aq, which is the highest one, is 

probably due to the poor stability of the -barrel in water, suggesting that structural 

alterations in the -barrel induce very important conformational changes in the loop. 

Overall, these variations close the pore (Figure 8b), preventing the passage of any 

chemical specie. Indeed, the network of hydrogen bonding interactions and salt bridges 

formed among the guanidinium group of three Arg residues (42, 82 and 132), the 

hydroxyl moiety of two Tyr residues (40 and 106), and the carboxylate of Glu and Asp 

(117 and 121, respectively) is responsible for the complete closure of the pore (Figure 

8b, inset).  

On the other hand, the L3 motif in (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl models also exhibits 

differences with respect to the crystal (Figure 9). More specifically, the pore remains 

partially opened in (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl models (Figures 8c and 8d, respectively). 

In these cases the very high stability of the -barrel partially restricts the amount of 

hydrogen bonds and salt bridges formed inside the cavity, even though the dimension of 

the pore is strongly affected by the re-arrangements of the L3 loop. In the (OmpF)DDM 

model, the L3 motif surrounds the cavity, reducing considerably the dimension of the 

pore to 58 Å
2
 in (Figure 8c). In the bilayer, L3 crosses the cavity and forms several salt 

bridges between the side chains of Arg, Asp and Glu residues (Figure 8d, inset). This 

splits the original pore into two smaller ones with approximate dimensions 33 and 36 

Å
2
. 

The L2 loop (residues 66-80) plays a crucial role in the stability of the OmpF. In 

bacteria membranes the OmpF porin is associated to homotrimers, each subunit 
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including a hollow -barrel. These homotrimers are unusually stable due mostly to the 

hydrophobic interactions between -barrels. Furthermore, L2 connects one subunit to its 

neighbor by latching into its channel. More specifically, residue E71 on L2 is integrated 

into an ionic network and forms salt bridges as well as hydrogen bonds with R100 and 

R132 on the channel wall of the adjacent subunit. Although in this work production 

trajectories involve a single -barrel subunit, analysis of the L2 flexibility or rigidity 

provides important information about the influence of the environment in the trimer-

stabilization mechanism [34]. 

As it can be seen in Figure 10a, in the crystal L2 projects sideways to dips into the 

pore of the adjacent -barrel. However, this disposition is completely different from 

those achieved at the end of the production trajectories. The C

-RMSD profile 

calculated for the (OmpF)aq model using residues 66-80 (Figure 10b) indicates that in 

aqueous solution the loop exhibits large fluctuations, even though it remains at the 

external side of the -barrel (Figure 10a). Thus, the C

-RMSD shows a large variation 

within the range 3-9 Å, with the maximum and minimum values of 14.5 and 2.1 Å, 

respectively. Accordingly, the aqueous environment not only affects the stability of the 

-barrel but also enhances the already intrinsic flexibility of L2, the latter favoring the 

dissociation of the characteristic homotrimer.  

A completely different patterns appear in the (OmpF)DDM model, in which the L2 

loop folds over itself partially entering inside the -barrel (Figure 10a). This drastic 

rearrangement of the loop occurs after 44 ns (Figure 10b), simultaneously to the global 

re-structuring of the protein. Once the re-arrangement happened, the L2 loop needs 13 

ns to accommodate into the new position. After this, it remains stable, as shown by the 

small C

-RMSD fluctuations along the time interval between 57 and 120 ns. Overall, 

the analysis of the evolution of L2 in the detergent solution indicates that, after the 
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initial protection effect exerted by DDM molecules, this environment promotes 

structural changes much more pronounced than the fluctuations observed in aqueous 

solution. These results are fully consistent with electrophoretic association studies 

recently reported for the Omp2a porin [8]. Consequently, the homotrimeric form was 

found to be much less populated than the monomeric one in a detergent solution, and 

the low self-association capacity in this environment can be attributed to the 

protein···detergent interactions, which induce conformational changes in L2, 

significantly affecting the homotrimer stability. 

Finally, the conformation of L2 is preserved in the detergent bilayer (Figure 10a). 

The C

-RMSD averaged along the whole (Omp2F)bl trajectory is 2.44±0.41 Å only 

(Figure 10b), evidencing that the bilayer protects the loop from undesirable re-

arrangements and, in addition, considerably reduces the conformational flexibility of 

such intrinsically disorganized motif. In summary, the homotrimer is predicted to be 

preserved in detergent bilayers like those used in this work.   

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented MD simulations for a representative OMP in several surrounding 

environments. Our results show how the latter may affect not only the stability of the  

barrel, but also the internal and surface exposed loops related with the ion transport and 

with the assembly of protein units in homotrimers, respectively. Water causes a very 

rapid and practically global destabilization of the protein structure that is accompanied 

by an increment of the SASA. The new structure is reached through both the spatial re-

orientation of disorganized loops and the complete transformation of secondary motifs, 

as for example the conversion of a disorganized loop into a regular helix. These features 

seem to indicate that the water···OmpF interactions are apparently stronger than 
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OmpF···OmpF interactions. However, the high dynamical activity observed for such re-

orientation and transformation processes suggests a competition between the two types 

of interactions during the whole production trajectory.  

On the other hand, DDM molecules in water induce a partial protective effect on the 

protein. More specifically, ordered S and H motifs mostly maintain their structure, 

while poorly organized L+T motifs undergo severe conformational changes. These 

changes affect, amongst other things, the association capacity of OmpF, precluding the 

formation of homotrimers. This explains our recent observation in porin-PLA 

nanodevices constructed by immobilizing the protein dissolved in a neutral detergent 

solution onto polymeric nanomembranes [8]. Finally, the protein is perfectly protected 

by DDM bilayers. This protection refers to ordered motifs but also to intrinsically 

disordered loops. Consequently, the OmpF maintains not only a well-defined channel 

structure but also its ability to form homotrimers through the L2 loop.  

These results are extremely relevant for the improvement of bioinspired porin-

integrated nanodevices, such as the nanoperforated PLA FsNMs for selective ion 

transport currently in fabrication. More specifically, we are immobilizing Omp2a, 

which has been previously protected using detergent bilayers, inside nanoperforations. 

Indeed, this is expected to facilitate the fabrication process as well as to improve the 

efficiency of the membrane in terms of transport. 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES 

Figure 1. Residue-based C

-RMSFs for OmpF after relaxation in several 

environments compared to the crystal structure.  

Figure 2. (a) Evolution during the production trajectory of the C

-RMSD of the three 

simulated models compared to the crystal structure. (b) Frequency of the secondary 

structure motifs for the OmpF protein in the crystal structure in the snapshot used as 

starting point of the production run (relaxed model corresponding to t= 0 ns) and in the 

last snapshot of the production run (t= 100 or 120 ns) for the three simulated models. 

Figure 3. For the (OmpF)aq production trajectory: (a) Residue-based C

-RMSFs for 

OmpF protein at the beginning (relaxed structure at t= 0 ns) and at the end (t= 120 ns) 

of the simulation; and (b) Axial and equatorial (top and bottom, respectively) views of 

the protein at the beginning (left) and at the end (middle) of the simulation. The 

superposition of the protein structures at the end of the simulation (blue) and in the 

crystal (red) are displayed in the right column. The light green dashed circle shows that 

residues 72-78, which form a loop in the crystal, adopt a helical conformation in the 

model. The light blue dashed rectangles display some loops whose spatial orientations 

in the model differ from those in the crystal.  

Figure 4. For the (OmpF)DDM production trajectory: (a) Residue-based C

-RMSFs 

for OmpF protein at the beginning (relaxed structure at t= 0 ns) and at the end (t= 120 

ns) of the simulation; and (b) Axial and equatorial (top and bottom, respectively) views 

of the protein at the beginning (left) and at the end (middle) of the simulation. The 

superposition of the protein structures at the end of the simulation (blue) and in the 

crystal (red) are displayed in the right hand column. Light blue and the green circles, 

which correspond to the loops contained in the 68-76 and 142-152 segments, 

respectively, reflect the discrepancy between the simulated and crystal structures. 
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Figure 5. For the (OmpF)bl production trajectory: (a) Residue-based C

-RMSFs for 

OmpF protein at the beginning (relaxed structure at t= 0 ns) and end (t= 120 ns) of the 

simulation; and (b) Axial and equatorial (top and bottom, respectively) views of the 

protein at the beginning (left) and at the end (middle) of the simulation. The 

superposition of the protein structures at the end of the simulation (blue) and in the 

crystal (red) are displayed in the right hand column.  

Figure 6. (a) Evolution during the production trajectories of the SASA for the three 

OmpF examined models. For the (b) (OmpF)DDM and (c) (OmpF)bl models, the SASA 

evolution with time of the protein together with DDM molecules and of the DMM 

molecules alone (OmpF+DDM and DDM, respectively) are also displayed. In (c) the 

protein···detergent contact surface has been estimated as the difference between the 

OmpF+DDM SASA and the DDM SASA. 

Figure 7. Distribution functions for the following pairs of atoms: (a) non-hydrogen 

atoms from OmpF and oxygen atoms from water for (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and 

(OmpF)bl models; (b) non-hydrogen atoms from OmpF and non-hydrogen atoms of 

maltosyl (OmpF···head) or last atom of the dodecyl tail (OmpF···tail) for the 

(OmpF)DDM model; and (c) non-hydrogen atoms from OmpF and non-hydrogen atoms 

of maltosyl (OmpF···head) or last atom of the dodecyl tail (OmpF···tail) for the 

(OmpF)bl model.  

Figure 8. Views of the disposition L3 loop, represented in red, in the protein model 

(left) and representation of the pore (right) in the (a) OmpF crystal and in the last 

snapshot of the (b) (OmpF)aq, (c) (OmpF)DDM and (d) (OmpF)bl production trajectories.  

Figure 9. Evolution during the production trajectory of the C

-RMDF for the L3 

loop (residues 105-127) in the three models compared to the crystal structure.  
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Figure 10. (a) Views of the L2 loop (in red) in the OmpF crystal and in the last 

snapshot of the (OmpF)aq, (OmpF)DDM and (OmpF)bl production trajectories. (b) 

Evolution during the production trajectory of the C

-RMSD for the L2 loop (residues 

66-80) of the three models compared to the crystal structure.  
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Table 1. Major characteristics of the OMPs found in the PDB for comparison with non-crystallized Omp2a. 

 

 Omp28 Maltoporin OmpG PagP Omp32 OmpA OmpF Omp2a 

PDB code 2R2C 1MAL 2IWW 1THQ 2FGR 2KOL 3K19 - 

Number of amino acids 183 421 281 170 332 216 340 367 

Number of -strands 10 18 14 10 16 8 16 16 

Function Receptor Porin Porin Enzyme Porin Structural Porin Porin 

Functional form Monomer Trimer Monomer Monomer Trimer Dime Trimer Trimer 
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